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Prohibition to hit dorms

By Andrew Zinner
Staff Writer

Alcoholic beverages will be prohibited from all university housing beginning in the fall semester, 1990, if Gov. Thomp­
son signs a bill raising the drinking age to 21.

Sam Rinella, the director of university housing, said Thursday
Kinnell said he anticipated no problems with the new rule.

"We will conduct an advertising campaign in the local ma­
tia to make students aware of the change," he said. "And we­
will allow campus residents to remove all alcoholic bev­
erages from their rooms at the end of fall semester.

Prohibitory Police Chief Ed
Hogan says he anticipates some initial difficulties, but no major problems if the new law, which strips campuses
of the power to alter the law through home rule

"Both the police and liquor owners will be responsible for enforcing
in order to make the transition period smooth," he
said. "Until the transition is over, both groups will be ac­
tive.

Hogan said that in the initial phase, police would go into bars
and nightclubs to ask if complaints were made. They will
also assist bar owners if the owners feel intervention is neces­
sary.

Strict enforcement will likely occur for the first few weeks of its implementation. "Let people know that we'll
be checking," Hogan said.

Hogan supports the provision preventing home rule changes that change Carbondale is the only home­
rule town in the area, an ex­
ception to the drinking law here would attract 18- and 20-year­
olds from outlying areas.

"Home rule would be the punchline to my new bill. It would
cause kids to drive long distances after they had been drinking, and accidents would n0t be prevented, he said.

"Personally, I think any legislation of a regulatory nature is
be selective.

He said he believes that moderate use of alcohol by most people is an "acceptable form of socialization," and that any
that any new law, be it any age group, it may cause negative confrontations.

University Police spokesman
Mike Norrington says that with the new law, "we will not be actively seeking out violators.

Education budget hits all-time high

By Deborah Stiger
Associated Press Writer

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - Gov. James R. Thompson signed into law Thursday a $1.04 billion education spending plan for the fiscal year that includes a 7 percent pay hike for teachers, staff and tuition increases for students at 10 state universities.

"We have finally reached the billion-dollar mark," Thompson
said at a bill-signing ceremony in his Statehouse office. "I think
this is a significant step in the history of our state.

James Furman, director of the Board of Higher Education, said he was pleased with the budget Thompson and the Legislature are giving higher education this year.

They really have responded 100 percent in terms of what we'd hoped to achieve," Fur­
man said.

Thompson said the budget for higher education for the fiscal
year that began July 1 is an increase of $91.2 million over the last education budget.

It is $14.7 million more than he earmarked originally for education, but that a healthy climb in the state's General Revenue Fund at the end of fiscal 1989 had allowed him to spend it.

"This is the formula," is signed by Thompson, across-the-board tuition hikes at Illinois' public universities will be $4-$6 a year for undergraduate students and $4-$6 a year for graduate students.

Thompson said that brings average tuition charges at state universities to between $875 and $900 for undergraduates and to $1,000 or more for graduates. Illinois students already pay an average of about 9 percent more than out-of-state students at public universities.

Thompson said the tuition hikes were modest and un­
reasoning that his colleagues were having trouble reining in spending.

He said he heard "some pretty heavy pounding," which
he termed a hammer nose.

King said the plane crashed 400 flying hours after it was
repairs in Tulsa.

A top official of American Airlines disputed testimony
that any Tulsa-based employee or the company's repair procedures had anything to do with the crash.

"We feel it is shoddy, premature and unfair for anyone to prejuge why that aircraft crashed," R.J.
Messina, vice president of maintenance and engineering, said.

"American Airlines does not believe any employee is responsible for that accident and we will stand by them.

Pipe dream

 Pipes that will be bringing air conditioning to Thompson Point residents are ready and waiting to bring relief from the heat

one installed, that is. The Board of Trustees approved the project for the 11 residence halls in May. (Staff photo by Phil
Bankester)

TULSA, Okla. (AP) - A Federal Aviation Admin­
istration report says that Tulsa-based mechanics who worked on the American Airlines DC-10 that crashed in
Chicago May 25 were "ill­
trained and handled equipment carelessly," the Tulsa Tribune reported Thursday from its
Washington bureau.

The FAA based its claims in part on comments made by a forklift operator and a mechanic, both employees at American Airlines' main­
tenance and engineering center in Tulsa, the story said.

A 10-inch crack was found in the aft bulkhead of the doomed
plane and James King, chair­
man of the National Trans­
portation and Safety Board, said such a crack could have only been caused by workmen when they were replacing the engine and pylons on the plane's
wing March 30 during an in­
pection.

"King said mechanics must have 'ditched' the bulkhead
while holding the engine and pylons on a forklift, a procedure not recommended by Mc­
Donnell Douglas Corp., the
plane's builder, rather than re­
moving the engine and pylons separately.

The FAA report quotes forklift operator Raymond
Laitanzie Jr. as saying a forklift being used to support the engine and pylons ran out of gasoline. He said he and others were
working on the plane when the forklift halted and the weight of the engine and pylons caused the forklift to "jerk.

The report also quotes mechanic Ralph W. Obem, who was working on another component, who told in­
vestigators that his colleagues were having trouble reinstalling a pylons.

He said he heard "some
pretty heavy pounding," which
he termed a hammer nose.

King said the plane crashed 400 flying hours after it was
repairs in Tulsa.

A top official of American Airlines disputed testimony
that any Tulsa-based employee or the company's repair procedures had anything to do with the crash.

"We feel it is shoddy, premature and unfair for anyone to prejuge why that aircraft crashed," R.J.
Messina, vice president of maintenance and engineering, said.

"American Airlines does not believe any employee is responsible for that accident and we will stand by them.
Carter administration admits economy headed for recession

By R. Gregory Nokes
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter administration Thursday that the nation's economy is headed for recession this year, something most other forecasters have been predicting for months.

In addition, inflation will hit the double digit level of 10.6 percent this year while unemployment will rise to 6.5 percent this year and 6.9 percent in 1980, the administration said.

The figures were contained in a new forecast for the economy that showed a major deterioration from the post-war period when the rate of growth in the economy after discounting for inflation increased four percent last year.

—Inflation: an increase in consumer prices of 10.6 percent this year and 8.3 percent in 1980. Consumer prices increased 9 percent last year.

The new forecast projects a decline in economic output of 0.5 percent by the end of this year — as measured by the gross national product — which compares with the most recent previous forecast of 2.2 percent growth.

Here, in brief, is the new administration forecast for 1979 and 1980, as compared with actual results in 1978:

—Economic output: a decline in the GNP of 0.5 percent in real terms this year and an increase of 2 percent in 1980. Real GNP, which is the value of goods and services produced in the economy after discounting for inflation, increased 4.4 percent last year.

—Inflation: an increase in consumer prices of 10.6 percent this year and 8.3 percent in 1980. Consumer prices increased 9 percent last year.
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Energy (Ill.) crisis... getting 'sinking' feeling
By J.L. Schneider
Associated Press Writer

ENERGY (AP) — There's a crisis in Energy, and it isn't gas.
Energy is sinking, the victim of mine subsidence. Three sinks since last November have resulted in damage to three homes, left the town without water for nearly five hours and made city officials a bit disgusted.
The latest sink, roughly 100 feet in diameter and 3 feet deep, started Wednesday morning as a crack. By nightfall the earth had opened in a crevice 3 feet wide and 12 feet deep. One house was lifted off its foundation. The driveway of another became impassable and a city water main snapped.

Energy Mayor Bob Jerald said, "There's not much we could do." said Jerald. "This has happened before, you just have to wait it out."

The Litton home is a block from the Gene Fowler residence which suffered a 6-foot deep sink last November, forcing the family out.
Jerald contacted the Illinois Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation Council in Springfield and the federal office of Surface Mining in Indianapolis Wednesday night as the cracks got wider. Meanwhile, Litton left town on a business trip.

"That's how calm these people are about it." Jerald said. "They're miners and they know you can't just drop everything when this happens."

As the situation worsened, a 6-inch water main north of the Litton home broke and city crews began replacing it with a smaller line, the only one available.

Energy Mayor Bob Jerald was called to the Vernon Litton home about mid-morning Wednesday. Litton, a miner, said he had sand in his water. Jerald said.
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WASHINGrON - One of the problems in Detroit, you see, is that half the hospitals have been wiped out. Even if vehicles were available to transport the fatally wounded victims through the rubbled streets, there would be few hospitals to receive them. A one-megaton nuclear bomb has left the city a shattered wasteland.

That is part of a scenario put forward last month by the Defense Department in its latest Report on the Vulnerability of the Nation's Major Cities - a study ordered by Congress after the 1961 liberation of Berlin.

The report warns, "the effect of a nuclear attack would be to severely hamper the capability of the medical community in any urban area to provide medical care." It is an exercise in the secrets of destruction in American cities.

The reports are based on destruction models, computer simulations, and other documentation of potential damage to buildings and the health care system.

The result: Detroit has been decimated in a nuclear attack. In October, you see, it is Gone.

The leading drugstore on Woodward has been blown to bits. The hospital facilities are incapable of providing medical care. The city's food supply is gone as well.

The report predicts that 60,000 people will die in the first three hours of the destruction, and that the city's population will be reduced to 60,000 within a year.

The report also predicts that the city's economy will be in shambles for years to come, and that the city's government will be unable to function.

The report is a clear warning to the American people that nuclear war is a real possibility, and that we must do something to prevent it.

It is a sobering thought that we may be facing a future in which our cities are destroyed and our lives are in danger.

The report is a call to action. We must do something to prevent nuclear war, and to prepare for the consequences of it.

The report is a reminder that we must be prepared for the worst, and that we must do everything we can to prevent the worst from happening.

The report is a call to the American people to stand up and be counted, and to do everything we can to prevent nuclear war.

The report is a call to action.

Letters

Daily Egyptian bundle of trouble

I pick up the Daily Egyptian from an appropriately labeled box at Farner Hall. Most of the time I find the pages bundled with string. Exaggerating a paper is not only aggravating, but often tears the paper. Later, I have started saving time and labor by the simple expedient of cutting the strings. I don't know how many leads on campus have similar problems, but it certainly saves a lot of trouble and aggravation of the delivery people would simply cut the strings when they drop off the papers. Given a sharp knife, it takes very little time and would be greatly appreciated by a good number of the D.E. reading population.

Emery Ackerman
Graduate, Computer Science Business Manager's Note: In most spots where papers are dropped off, they left outside buildings to be carried in by custodians when they arrive. To keep papers from being windblown away or deliberately left tied up. In some spots, like the one near Farner Hall, they are put in boxes. If the deliverymen took time to untie or cut all of them, we would hear many complaints for being late. Sorry for the inconvenience.

Opinion & Commentary

EDITORIAL POLICY: The opinions expressed in these pages are those of the writers and editors of the Daily Egyptian and do not necessarily represent the views of the student body of Southern Illinois University or the administration of the university. The Daily Egyptian welcomes letters to the editor, which will be published as space permits. The Daily Egyptian is not responsible for the opinions expressed in letters to the editor.

Letters to the editor may be submitted by mail or by phone at 242-7321. Letters must be original and not previously published in other publications. They must be typed and must not exceed 250 words. All letters are subject to editing to fit space requirements.

Letters should be signed and include the writer's name, address, and telephone number. Neither names nor addresses will be withheld without the writer's consent.

DOONESBURY
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FOR ONE WEEK ONLY. SAVE UP TO 40% ON

Claron
The Car Entertainment Company

CAR STEREO PRODUCTS!

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY, SAVE UP TO 40% ON Claron products!

OUR FIRST FULL LINE SALE OF THE WORLD’S BEST SELLING CAR STEREO COMPONENTS. ALL IN STOCK, READY TO ROLL!

The Clarion Story
Clarion sells more car stereo than any manufacturer in the world—anybody! Clarion has many firsts in the industry like dial-in-the-door, push-button radio and other innovations. Clarion quality is unsurpassed in the car stereo industry and has been the most reliable, trouble-free car stereo products we've ever sold. Clarion's new Hi-way fidelity series provides the ultimate in auto sound performance and is backed by a two-year factory warranty.

Save on Under-Dash Tape-Players Cassette Player
$59 List $82.40
Features include fast forward, balance, tone and volume controls. Compact size fits almost anywhere.

8-Track Player
$49 List $70.75
Automatic or manual program change, balance, tone and volume controls. Lighted program indicator.

The Best-Performing 3-way car Speaker Available!

The Hi-way Fidelity Series SR-103 6"x3 Speaker System $129 Savings $45.50 The SK 103 features J separate drivers in each unit, including dome tweeter, dome midrange and 8 by 9 woofer. In independent tests, the SK 103 showed to be more efficient and have a wider frequency response than the five top-selling 3-way speakers. Also available in 4 x 10" model cars.

YOUR CHOICE – In-Dash AM/FM/Cassette or 8-Track

YOUR CHOICE – In-Dash AM/FM/Cassette or 8-Track

$99

Values to $143.50

Take your pick of these two fine in-dash radios with tape player. Both units feature sensitive FM tuner, local distant switch, and wide frequency response than the five top-selling 3-way speakers.

Unbeatable Hi-way Fidelity Series Cassette System!

Unbeatable Hi-way Fidelity Series Cassette System!

PF-751 In-Dash AM/FM/Cassette $299 Savings $75.35
This unit is ‘bar-none’ the best in-dash unit on the market. Features include auto-reverse tape mechanism, Dolby noise reduction, separate bass treble, fader, locking fast forward/rewind, high power, superb tuner, tape response to 14,000 Hz.

PF-684 Under-Dash FM/Cassette

Same basic features as above but no AM. Other features include loudness control, ultra-thin cassette mechanism. All Hi-way fidelity components are backed by a 2 year factory warranty.

In-Dash Auto-Reverse Cassette

$179 List $254.95
Save on our best selling in-dash cassette unit. Features include auto-reverse tape mechanism, locking fast forward/rewind, fader, and more. Also available in European and push-button versions at higher cost.

Installation Available!
Let our qualified installation technicians install your unit quickly and expertly.

SALE ENDS WEDNESDAY- July 18th

SALE ENDS WEDNESDAY- July 18th

KEMPER & DODD STEREO CENTERS

Murdale Shopping Center
Carbondale, Il. 457-5375

Mon.-Thur. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fri. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

Bilandics mad over bodyguard loss

CHICAGO (AP) — In this corner you have Mayor Jane Byrne. In that corner you have former mayor Michael Bilandic and his wife, Jane.

They have squared off in the "Battle of the Bodyguards." Mrs. Bilandic is angered about an order withdrawing police protection for her family. She said the move was a "very, very vindictive and irresponsible act."

Mrs. Bilandic said it was traditional for the city to provide police protection to top officials after they leave office. She said the city told her family a week ago that she and her 17-month-old son would lose protection.

The mayor said she discussed the removal of bodyguards with Acting Police Superintendent Sam Nolan.

Carter to address nation on Sunday

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Carter will confer with aides Thursday to give President Carter the power to ration gasoline and order motorists to rotate their cars home one day a week.

The president will appear in Detroit later Monday at the annual convention of the Communications Workers union.

Weekend forecast: Gasoline available

(AP) — Finding gasoline this weekend will probably be the easiest it's been in weeks in most parts of the nation. But a threatened shutdown by service station owners in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware could severely handicap motorists looking for gas in those states.

In a related development, a House subcommittee voted Thursday to give President Carter the power to ration gasoline and order motorists to rotate their cars home one day a week.

Those powers, however, would be for use during severe energy shortages.

County Board learns of tax errors

By Jonnell Olson

Staff Writer

Some properties annexed by the city of Carbondale have not been charged city tax rates, despite a recent mailing of tax bills, according to a memorandum the County Board received.

At a meeting Tuesday night, the county board received a memorandum from Bill Burns, former Supervisor of Assessments. He said the memorandum was "to give the board information on some errors in the process that has been going on in collection of property taxes.

The memorandum states that some properties annexed by the city of Carbondale have not been charged city taxes, despite a recent mailing of tax bills.

The property owner's names have been sent to the county clerk and tax bills have been mailed.

The memorandum states that the problem has been caused by "a failure to process the parcels in a timely manner." The memorandum also states that "the parcels have not been properly assessed, resulting in a failure to charge the correct amount of property taxes."
Youth corps likes conservation work

—Pages 10 and 11
"Alien" scares, people scream

By Jim McCarty
Editorial Page Editor

May be it's true that in space no one can hear you scream. But this guess is in that the scream is coming from theaters where "Alien" is showing can be heard on Jupiter at least.

Because "Alien" is one terrifying movie. The monster run-for-your-life adventure flick starring one of the nastiest monsters ever created which, in at least once scene, is bound to make full-bodied viewers wretch.

So be warned. If you want to see a great horror picture, or see "Alien." Even if you never did have much affection for the gothic, I still recommend that you see it. Just be prepared to close your eyes during a few parts.

As Alfred Hitchcock fans know, the best film horror is not achieved by lengthy, violent scenes, but by the threat of violence. That's what makes "Alien," so effective. The camera shots are mostly tight close-ups that give the viewer the feeling of being on board the doomed outer-space oil tanker where it all takes place.

And when violence strikes, it's over before the scream is halfway up your throat.

The movie begins with a crew of seven being brought out of suspended animation on their journey back to Earth from a distant planet. Is there any other kind? Though scheduled only for a routine pick-up and delivery of oil, the ship's computer is programmed to investigate when it picks up signs of life.

After a brief and superably photographed visit to another plant, the landing party picks up a hitchhiker, dons suits, and the adventure is underway.

Aside from featuring a monster that'll make the hall of fame of horror, "Alien" also carries the new-popular theme of man vs. the corporation. That makes for a nice little sub-plot.

And afterwards, the good guys battle against the alien is even more worth rooting for. But remember, if you do see "Alien" don't do it right after dinner.

Star trophy-makers out of business

CRYSTAL LAKE, Ill. (AP) — two major trophy companies are leaving this community northwest of Chicago. The coveted movie and television trophies are going to be made in California instead of Crystal Lake.

The Dodge Trophy & Awards Inc., a division of Dodge Plants in Carson, Calif., in Los Angeles suburb, and Tucker, Ga., near Atlanta.

The shutdown began June 1 and when completed will mark the end of the company's more than 50 years in the area.

The plant at Crystal Lake isn't profitable but the other two are "as simple as that," said Dodge's president, Paul Feltrinelli. He said all but one or two of the 500 skilled employees at the Crystal Lake plant will have to seek employment elsewhere, including himself.

"I was told that I wanted to continue as president, I would have to move to the new headquarters in California. But I like the Midwest and don't want to leave," Feltrinelli said. The company was founded in 1925 in Chicago by former Chicago Bears coach Fred Dodge, who is living in retirement in Florida. It moved to Crystal Lake in 1960 and now is owned by the Leisure Group Inc. of Los Angeles.

When the Academy Awards began in 1927, Dodge managed to buy the contract to make the Oscars. He also got the Emmy contract for the CBS. The awards were started. The Oscars and Emmys will be made in the California plant.

Dodge makes all kinds of trophies. "If there is an event with an award, we have a trophy for it," Feltrinelli said.

Nutrition Headquarters

The most complete stock of health foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois

100 West Jackson St.
(Between North and South Railroad) Hours: 9:00 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 12 to 5 Phone 549-7717

SCFT FROZEN YOGURT

In a cup or cone

All the fun of ice cream plus all the good things. If your yogurt high "in taste, low in fat. Natural fruit flavors. Famous Dennison quality.

$1.50 Special

SECOND CHANCE

FAUSTUS

TONIGHT AND SATURDAY

THE FINEST LIVE MUSIC IN TOWN

E-Z N Coffee House
Live - Free Entertainment
OPEN FRIDAY 9-1AM

9-11 Dan Marsh
11-1 John Mariner

345 S. Illinois (Across from MeIly's)

SPECIAL SALE!

All new Yamahas in stock, going at special low prices! We need to build up points on the contest for a trip to Japan by July 31st.

SPECIAL LOTI

22 Enduros from YMI, training program program 1000cc, 1250cc, 1750cc. All with 6 month warranty and very low prices.

YAMAHA

Most road bikes 400cc to 1100cc are one of a kind. Also YZ 100-250-400cc

SALE ENDS JULY 31st*
Weeds, flowers mean good supper at Giant City

Tim Merriman of Giant City is one of those wild food nuts who says the person who limits his use of the elderberry bush, for example, to just jam or wine-making, is missing much of the joy of the entire plant. With the berry season at least three weeks away, Merriman and fellow "nuts" are dippmg the elderberry flowers in batter for frying, mixing the petals with batter for muffins and using the juice half-and-half with commercial grape juice for jelly.

The fruits of their efforts will result in a 12-course meal which will be combined with potluck brought in by park visitors for a Saturday night feast, one of several held yearly. The shrubby elderberry which abounds in stream beds across the state has been a versatile part of Illinois outdoors for years. The Indians called the bush the "tree music" because its straight stems were suitable for making whistles.

Indians and pioneer settlers learned years ago how to remove the soft pulp from the center of the dried stems to use them for tapping sugar maple and other sweet-sap trees. Elderberry wine recipe have been passed down from generation to generation.
The 19 high school students working for the Youth Conservation Corps at the Crab Orchard Wildlife Refuge don't seem to mind working in the hot summer sun doing things like cutting down barbed-wire fences, cleaning the brush out of ponds or uncoiling trails. They don't seem to mind working from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. outside in hardwoods and steel-toed shoes, and they don't even complain much about the ticks and other insects they must put up with every day.

As a matter of fact, the 15 to 19-year-olds say they enjoy the work even though it's hard. The light-hearted banter that passes back and forth between them as the work supports this claim. "It's fun, and they don't work us too hard," said Greg Walters, a Carbondale high school student who will be a senior next fall. "They do keep us busy, though," he added.

"You learn a real lot," Walters said. "You see all kinds of wildlife. I'd rather be doing this than sitting in a grocery store any day. I don't mind hard work."

Besides 30 hours of work in improving the refuge, the participants spend 16 hours a week in environmental education. The purpose of the program, according to Wanda Jackson, camp director, is to give them outdoor work experience, help them develop good work habits, learn more about conservation and become environmentally aware.

The participants are good workers, Jackson said. "They come on time and work hard."

Some of the environmental projects the participants have been involved in this summer include building solar air panels from aluminum cans, learning about how ponds are managed and finding their way back to a selected site by the use of maps and compasses.

This week the enrollees are milking cows and flowers daily, petting lambs and calves, cutting fresh berries and fish them caught themselves to learn about natural foods as part of their environmental education. They have seen snake exhibits and wildlife movies and have taken field trips.

The natural food was eaten under the supervision of the camp's environmental awareness coordinator, Lance Bechtold, a junior high school math and science teacher from Minnesota.

The enrollees are divided into three crews, each lead by a group leader. Every two weeks the crews are changed so that everyone gets the chance to work with different kids and leaders, according to Jackson, who teaches physical education in Herrin during the school year.

Another purpose of switching groups is so that some poor kid won't get stuck with painting or brushing porch railings all summer.

This summer the corps has painted boat docks, gates, fences . . .
outdoor experience

warehouses and lift stations. The students have cut down barbed-wire fences so deer won't get caught in them and re-worked trails, including the trail to the spillway, which took about a week.
They also cleaned up and distributed wood chips in picnic and beach areas and re-chinked an old log cabin with clay, lime and hair.

Other projects included cutting shrubs, bushes and trees from ponds and transplanting blue stem grass from one area to another for grazing. "All projects are written up ahead of time and approved by the regional office in Minneapolis," Jackson said.

"We're very safety conscious out here and try very hard to use the proper equipment and tools so the kids won't get hurt," Jackson said. "We wear steel-toed shoes, hard hats and gloves and face goggles if we are scraping paint. We're proud of our safety record." The youths are not allowed to use any power tools, Jackson added.

"The staff is trained in CPR, defensive driving and first aid so we'll be able to handle almost any situation," Jackson said. "We really work together well."

The youth conservation corps is a nationwide program which provides summer jobs in conservation for high school students. The corps began operating in Illinois in 1974 with approximately 116 enrollees, according to Jackson, who said the program now has about 1,600 enrollees.

The students find out about the program through the newspaper or their high school guidance office. "The kids apply through their guidance departments in February," Jackson said. "Applicants are selected by computer."

"I don't think I would have gotten out here and done this when I was 15," Guerra said. "I'm impressed by the fact that the kids would come out here and work as hard as they do," she added. "I really like it. I'll probably do it again next year if possible."

The program has brought federal funds into Illinois and improved refuge facilities and the hard-working teenagers have certainly given the taxpayers their money's worth." Jackson said.
The program's group leaders are Kathy O'Mara, a biology teacher from the Chicago area; Carol Guerra, a special education teacher from Du Quoin; and Lloyd Nelson from Carbondale. All of the group leaders and Jackson were involved in the program last summer.

"We're organized this summer," Jackson said. "Last summer all of us were new. We didn't know where to go or how to get there," she added. "We've got a lot of work done this summer."

"The program has brought federal funds into Illinois and improved refuge facilities and the hard-working teenagers have certainly given the taxpayers their money's worth." Jackson said.

The students find out about the program through the newspaper or their high school guidance office. "The kids apply through their guidance departments in February," Jackson said. "Applicants are selected by computer."

"I don't think I would have gotten out here and done this when I was 15," Guerra said. "I'm impressed by the fact that the kids would come out here and work as hard as they do," she added. "I really like it. I'll probably do it again next year if possible."

The group leaders and Jackson were involved in the program last summer.

"We're organized this summer," Jackson said. "Last summer all of us were new. We didn't know where to go or how to get there," she added. "We've got a lot of work done this summer."

"The staff is trained in CPR, defensive driving and first aid so we'll be able to handle almost any situation," Jackson said. "We really work together well."

The youth conservation corps is a nationwide program which provides summer jobs in conservation for high school students. The corps began operating in Illinois in 1974 with approximately 116 enrollees, according to Jackson, who said the program now has about 1,600 enrollees.

The students find out about the program through the newspaper or their high school guidance office. "The kids apply through their guidance departments in February," Jackson said. "Applicants are selected by computer."

"I don't think I would have gotten out here and done this when I was 15," Guerra said. "I'm impressed by the fact that the kids would come out here and work as hard as they do," she added. "I really like it. I'll probably do it again next year if possible."

On the cover: Carol Guerra, a special education teacher from Du Quoin, is also a YCC group leader. (Staff Photos by Tina Collins)
Student's trip to Poland a first

By Jordan Gold
Staff Writer

Maria Jaskot, graduate student in theatre, is about to do what no other American theatre student has ever done. From October of this year to June, 1980, Jaskot will take courses in theatre at the Academy of Fine Arts in Wroclaw, Poland. Jaskot will take advantage of SIU's inter-institutional agreement with eight academic institutions in that city.

Jaskot has been to Poland before. She spent last summer there, one month as part of an American group and two months with Polish relatives. During her stay there, she met people in the Polish theatre. The group saw performances and talked about them with the actors and directors. They learned why things were done in certain ways. She describes her activities as "a participating observer."

It was very valuable because it was so first-hand," she said. "You can't really get that kind of experience here."

Last summer, Jaskot made arrangements to attend classes there and was accepted as a Dr. Klasek, sees the program as "a participating observer." The program of SIU works in foreign exchanges

By Jordan Gold
Staff Writer

The Department of International Education has about a half-dozen inter-institutional agreements with universities all over the world, according to Director Charles Klasek.

For example, Maria Jaskot, a graduate student in theatre, will study at the Academy of Fine Arts in Wroclaw, Poland.

"The program of inter-institutional agreements is relatively new at SIU," Klasek said. "Of the approximately half-dozen agreements, all but two have been signed in the last year."

In addition to the one with the institutions in Wroclaw, the agreements include one in Australia, initiated by SIU's Rehabilitation Institute, and one with a school in the Philippines, initiated by the College of Education at SIU. The oldest is with Tribhuvan University in Nepal, started on December 1, 1967.

An agreement is usually initiated by a faculty member here, according to Klasek. The member goes to the departmental chairman with a proposal. It then goes through formal channels with an advisory board either accepting or rejecting it. So far, every proposal that has gone through this process has been accepted.

At present, 18 to 125 people a year are taking part in this process, either coming to SIU from a foreign country or vice versa. That number includes those who visit for just a few days, Klasek said.

Klasek sees the program of agreements increasing in the coming years. "There is no doubt that it will grow," he said. In addition to the inter-institutional agreements, the department participates in other exchange programs. The Fulbright Program, a national exchange program will bring 11 students to SIU in the fall, the most SIU has ever received.

Available
at Most
Bars and Liquor Stores

On Backpacking Goods - Up to 50% OFF

Chockstone Mountaineering Limited
216 S. University
Carbondale, IL 62901
549-8542

"I will buy or trade for scrap gold"

Allan Stuck
Designed
Wedding Rings

529-2344

MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER
TEL: 549-2321

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Restaurant Hours
Mon-Sat
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun
12 noon - 7 p.m.

Store Hours
Mon-Sat
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.

SUPER SPECIAL
(Egg Roll, 2 Fried Wontons, Fried Rice)

$1.99

• FREE Chinese flavored instant Chinese Noodle (with winners and a portion of the special)

SHRIMP SPECIAL
Shrimp in Shell
$4.49/lb.
Pealed & Devained
$5.95/lb.

Order Good till July 18 (Wed.)

Come See Us!
Mystery stored in house

By Debra Dreux

In a dashing display of Waterford Crystal and Belleek's China imported from Ireland, English Bone China, American silver and pewter ware and other equally elegant pieces, McElhenny offers a professional interior design consulting service.

"We have a large selection of decorating accessories on display, and we will order anything that we don't carry," she said.

McElhenny has a background in art history. She graduated from DePauw University in Indiana, and completed her Master of Art degree in 1978 at St. Louis University.

Her sister, Carolyn Walker, started the business as a gift shop and interior design studio in 1973. Walker decided to use the name Hundley House because the first owners of the house were J. Charles and Luella Hundley. They built the house at the turn of the century.

West Roads
"The ALL IN ONE Store"
Murdale Shopping Center • Carbondale • 529-1221
Sale good 7-13 thru 7-15

QuicksShoes
Further Reduction Sale

Men's and Women's Dress & Casual Spring and Summer Shoes and Sandals Reduced

1/2 PRICE

Sale in Progress Now!
All the Famous Brand Names you always find at Quicks Shoes

Selected Group of leather, canvas & macramé purses

1/2 OFF

Mon - Sat 9 - 5:30
702 S. Ill. 457-2618

Liquor

Grand Duke $3.99 Qt

Vodka

Jack Daniel's Black $7.49 750 ml

Gordon's Gin $4.99 Qt

Johnnie Walker Red $7.49 750 ml

Beer

BUSCH $3.39
d12 pk 12 oz cans

DE SIE $3.69
d12 pk 12 oz NR

Miller Lite $3.79
d12 pk 12 oz cans

Falstaff $7.69

6 pk 12 oz cans

Wine

Riunite Lambrusco $2.49 750 ml

Liebfraumilch $1.99 700 ml

Yago Sant'gria $1.99 Fifth

AS USUAL, SALE PRICES INCLUDE COLD AS WELL AS WARM BEER
Lene Lovich: Another ‘New Wave’ from England

By John Carter
Entertainment Editor

The nihilistic affectations of the punk culture often fade the musical vibrance which is so much a part of the New Wave ‘revolution’.

Lene Lovich, for example, will be passed over by many as simply another Quaalude-craving English rock who has some junkie playing the synthesizer.

Who knows if they like drugs, but she and her band are likely to select ‘pogo’ in the kitchen househould. As told to the world. Lene Lovich, pronounced LAY-beln, is a new and dynamic song stylist who just might prove to be the punk princess to Queen Patti Smith.

Lovich writes most of the material herself, a ragged-head fella. Kojaks wear a distinct ‘fem’ flavor. Who uses the sexmore look sharp anywhere anymore.

Most of the songs have nice beats and some of the lyrics are very good, but one gets the feeling that Jackson could have done a better job if he had taken a little more time in recording them.

The order of songs is horrible also. First and last songs on side one are the worst on the album, with the last song on side two finishing a close third.

One of those songs, appropriately titled ‘Mind It Away’ is a fast-rocker with unintelligible lyrics that almost get by with a screaming guitar.

Despite all of its faults, the album is pretty good. Jackson’s ‘Sharp’ gets a little dull

By Jordan Gold
Staff Writer

We wear some spiffy-looking shirts with the cover and a really neat suit with a keen polka-dot tie on the back. Joe Jackson really looks sharp on his album called ‘Lefk Shook.’ Looks are everything.

Jackson spends most of the first side moping about loves, no love and failed relationships in pretty much the same kind of songs that don’t really end they just stop. Side two is more of the same. The best song on the album is ‘Mind It Away’ that sort of grabs the listener.

Lynne Jackson is an important New Wave artist who has come out with a good New Wave album. But it could have been a lot better.

Jackson’s ‘Sharp’ gets a little dull

By Jordan Gold
Staff Writer

We wear some spiffy-looking shirts with the cover and a really neat suit with a keen polka-dot tie on the back. Joe Jackson really looks sharp on his album called ‘Lefk Shook.’ Looks are everything.

Jackson spends most of the first side moping about loves, no love and failed relationships in pretty much the same kind of songs that don’t really end they just stop. Side two is more of the same.

The best song on the album is ‘Mind It Away’ that sort of grabs the listener.

Lynne Jackson is an important New Wave artist who has come out with a good New Wave album. But it could have been a lot better.
Gasohol called best gas substitute

CHICAGO (AP) — Gasohol was said by an energy official to be "the most incredible development of a substitute fuel that’s gone on in the nation." 

Joe Goldman, deputy assistant secretary of the Department of Energy, told a news conference that "Alcohol fuels have an important and meaningful role to play in the U.S. energy future." 

Goldman was in Chicago to discuss the final report of DOE’s alcohol fuels task force sent to its mission in Washington later in the day.

He said ethanol, derived from agricultural products and wastes, offers the most immediate potential for stretching the nation’s gasoline supply, while methanol, derived from coal, will have even greater potential in the late 1980s and 1990s.

He said 28 states are now marketing gasohol, comprised of 96 percent gasoline and 4 percent ethanol, and that in a year’s time the number of octolists rose from a few to about 4,000.

Grain-producing states in the Midwest have been especially active in developing and promoting gasohol, Goldman said, and Iowa now grows 2.5 percent of its total gasoline supply from the product.

In 1978, Goldman said, 8 million gallons of ethanol were sold and that figure is expected to increase to 60 million gallons this year and 50 million by 1995.

He said the product not only serves as a gasoline extender but increases the octane of gasoline.

At present, more energy is required to produce ethanol than is derived from it. But Goldman said in response to questions that newer technologies are eliminating the problem.

Campus Briefs

The Carbondale New School and the Carbondale Park District will present Environmental Encounters, a five-day outdoor program for 10 to 14 year olds. The program will run from July 30 to Aug 3. The program will cost $5.

Persons interested in registering may call 617-4765.

The Southern Illinois Reunion Council will have a membership drive program Sunday from 4 to 7 p.m. at the Eura C. Hayes Center.

The deadline for submitting proposals for the 1980 Travel Study Program has been extended to July 31. Anyone interested in submitting a proposal may contact Joe Lynch, Continuing Education, at 536-7751.

The Saluki Swingers will have a square dance Sunday from 7 to 10 p.m. in Ballroom A.

The theater department’s playwriting workshop will present “Pretty Pictures,” a two act play, Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the lab theater, Communications Building.

79th wedding anniversary is celebrated

HUNTINGDON, England (AP) — John Morton and his wife Harriet celebrated their 79th wedding anniversary recently. He is 103 and she is 101.

“We have had a very happy married life,” they told a reporter at their home in Great Grang, near Huntingdon, 60 miles north of London.

“We cannot expect many more years of happiness, but we have always been blessed by having each other,” Mrs. Morton said.

Morton, a former Methodist preacher, used to be a farmer. He retired in 1936.

The Gold Mine

HAPPY HOUR
2PM TO 5PM.
MTWTHS
ALL DRINKS.
1/2 PRICE
EXCLUDING BOTTLE BEER

UPTOWN SHOE OUTLET
222 W. Freeman
in the Campus Shopping Center
Corbndale, IL
celebrates their
GRAND OPENING
Ladies Name Brand Shoes
$6.99 - $7.99
Leather Boots
$15.00 - $18.00
F2E GIFT WITH EVERY PURCHASE
(while they last)
CANDY AND BALLOONS FOR THE KIDS!
Mon-F 10:00-6:00 Sat 10:00-3:00 549-4032

GRADUATES
ORDER YOUR CAPS & GOWNS TODAY
GRADUATION INVITATIONS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE
HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!
Store Hours Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

University Bookstore
536-3321 STUDENT CENTER
For Rent

**FOR LEASE**

3 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
Available August 1st
Don't miss this opportunity to own this beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom home in a quiet neighborhood. The home features a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a comfortable backyard perfect for entertaining. Rent starts at $1,200 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

2 BEDROOMS, 1 BATHROOM
Located in the heart of the city, this apartment is perfect for professionals or students. The apartment includes a fully equipped kitchen, a large bedroom, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $800 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

3 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
Located on a quiet street, this apartment is perfect for families. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $1,500 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a vibrant neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for singles. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a fully equipped kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $600 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

4 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
Located in a quiet neighborhood, this home is perfect for families. The home features a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a backyard perfect for entertaining. Rent starts at $2,000 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

2 BEDROOMS, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a vibrant neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for professionals or students. The apartment includes a fully equipped kitchen, a large bedroom, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $900 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

3 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
Located in the heart of the city, this apartment is perfect for families. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $1,800 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a quiet neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for singles. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a fully equipped kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $700 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

4 BEDROOMS, 3 BATHROOMS
Located in a vibrant neighborhood, this home is perfect for families. The home features a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a backyard perfect for entertaining. Rent starts at $2,500 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

2 BEDROOMS, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a quiet neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for singles. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a fully equipped kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $800 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

3 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
Located in the heart of the city, this apartment is perfect for families. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $1,700 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a quiet neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for singles. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a fully equipped kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $650 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

4 BEDROOMS, 3 BATHROOMS
Located in a vibrant neighborhood, this home is perfect for families. The home features a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a backyard perfect for entertaining. Rent starts at $3,000 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

2 BEDROOMS, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a quiet neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for singles. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a fully equipped kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $750 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

3 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
Located in the heart of the city, this apartment is perfect for families. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $1,900 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a quiet neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for singles. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a fully equipped kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $600 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

4 BEDROOMS, 3 BATHROOMS
Located in a vibrant neighborhood, this home is perfect for families. The home features a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a backyard perfect for entertaining. Rent starts at $2,800 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

2 BEDROOMS, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a quiet neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for singles. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a fully equipped kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $700 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

3 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
Located in the heart of the city, this apartment is perfect for families. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $1,600 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a quiet neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for singles. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a fully equipped kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $550 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

4 BEDROOMS, 3 BATHROOMS
Located in a vibrant neighborhood, this home is perfect for families. The home features a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a backyard perfect for entertaining. Rent starts at $3,200 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

2 BEDROOMS, 1 BATHROOM
Located in a quiet neighborhood, this apartment is perfect for singles. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a fully equipped kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $850 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.

**FOR LEASE**

3 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
Located in the heart of the city, this apartment is perfect for families. The apartment includes a spacious living room, a large kitchen, and a quiet location. Rent starts at $1,800 per month. Contact [email protected] for more information.
Diplause, BEAUTIFUL! Two bedroom, furnished, no pets or children. May be rented unfurnished.

CARBOULDE NEW HOME OFFICE SPACE available. Excellent location near downtown. Lower rent is $457. 604-9206.

DUPLEX, NEWLY REMODELED. Two bedrooms, unfurnished, no pets or children. May be rented unfurnished.


**Public aid benefits increased**

By Bob Springer

Associated Press Writer

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Illinois' 782,000 public aid recipients will begin getting a 5 percent cost-of-living increase in benefits beginning Oct. 1, as a result of action by Gov. James R Thompson.

Thompson signed into law a measure providing $244 million to the state Department of Public Aid to operate its budget and pay welfare benefits for the fiscal year, which began July 1.

The measure included $23 million to finance the increased benefits in general assistance for those on welfare roles, an aide to the governor said. He said half the increased benefits would be paid for in state tax dollars and half in federal money.

The second such benefits hike in a little more than a year, though it fell short of the 7 percent cost-of-living increase sought by welfare rights groups.

**Sundquist**

Sundquist said MOVE in the need of volunteers

By Charity Gould

The Daily Egyptian

So, you never were a Brownie or a Boy Scout and you don't see yourself as an All-American, but you feel like helping someone, anyone, for a couple of hours each week.

Well, for nine years, there has been a program on campus for people who want to volunteer their skills to some service, but the program has been "kept in the closet," Patty Sundquist says.

Sundquist, coordinator of MOVE, the official volunteer agency for the University, said, "Every keeps asking what's 'MOVE?' I think it's about time they found out what we're all about."

Sundquist, who has degrees in speech communications and psychology from SIU, is now a graduate student and the first full-time coordinator of MOVE.

From her office in the Student Center, she said, "Before I took over in April, MOVE, which stands for Mobilization of Volunteer Effort, was run strictly by SIU student volunteers for students. With the students leaving constantly, there was never any continuity. In the summer, the program was completely dormant."

Sundquist said, "I know people hate to use the words 'clearing house' for SIU students, faculty and staff with outside community agencies."

She said MOVE serves more than 40 agencies including the Eurma Hayes Center and the Student Center.

Besides providing volunteers and telling them what volunteer work is available, MOVE informs the organizations involved in a service project what help they could use their help.

"Most of the agencies come to us pleading for volunteers," Sundquist said. "From previous stands for Mobilization of about 200 volunteers. I'm hoping at least double that figure during fall semester."

**THE LIBERAL CATHOLIC CHURCH**

**Everything You Didn’t Expect... And More**

- a deeply mystical, sacramental spirituality
- freedom of conscience and belief
- freedom from arbitrary authority
- a beautiful and meaningful Liturgy in English
- a hierarchial yet democratic structure
- workshops
- open attitude toward divorce
- the God of Love and Wisdom

Sundays 10:00 a.m. New Life Center (downstairs)
Corner of Illinois and Avenue
Carbondale

**HANGAR**

WE PARTY THE WEEKEND AWAY

*FRIDAY AFTERNOON*

(No Cover 4:00-6:30)

75¢ Gin & Tonic & $1.75 Pitchers

Music By

**LOCO WEEDE**

WE PROMISE

Friday & Saturday Nights

**VANESSA DAVIS BAND**

Sunday & Monday - No Cover

Music By

**VISION**

DAILY SPECIAL 6-9 p.m. 25¢ DRAFTS

**All You Can Eat Buffet**

Lunchen

**Village Inn Pizza 'n Pasta**

SAAL BAR SCRIP BAR SWI'METTI PIZZA GABER BREAD

Monday - Friday

11:30 A.M. TO 7:30 P.M.

$2.38

(children under 12 50¢ per ore)

Dinner

**SAAL BAR SCRIP BAR SWI'METTI PIZZA GABER BREAD**

(served 3-4 P.M.)

$2.69

(children under 12 50¢ per ore)

**2 FOR 1 PIZZA SALE**

Buy 1 Pizza — Get the next small pizza with the same choice of toppings free

Address 1700 West Main

Television Days: 7/19/79
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Bass fishing best in evenings

Summertime fishing is probably the most difficult angling the fisherman can encounter. The days are hot and sunny and the fish, especially the bass, are hard to locate and even after they have been found, they are difficult to catch.

There are several reasons why summertime fishing is so slow. The primary reason is that the water temperature is so high, usually stuck in the 70s. Professional anglers cannot tolerate sunlight because they have found out that the latter is a contributing factor is intense sunlight. Professional anglers cannot tolerate sunlight because he has no eyelids. Others say that the sunlight does not really bother the bass.

Recent studies may support the latter theory. Researchers have found out that the bass’ eye is able to adjust to different lighting situations. Another problem with summertime fishing is the fact that many of the area lakes that were nicely decolored in spring have now settled down and have become extremely clear. The lakes do not have much dirt during and after a decent rainfall, but who has time to wait for these conditions.

There are ways to compensate for these adverse weather conditions. The fisherman must alter his fishing schedule quite a bit. He should start fishing around dusk and be on his feet until dawn. This is the time that the bass are feeding and they are a lot less cautious under the security of darkness.

Fishing at night is not as difficult as you might think and many of the same techniques the angler uses during the day apply to night fishing. The bass will still be found in deeper water, but will locate themselves nearer weeds or that provide a deep water escape route nearby. The main problem the angler will have is adjusting his eyesight to the darkness, which usually takes only 15 minutes or so.

In my opinion, it is better to fish with artificial baits at this time, live baits do not provide enough action for this type of fishing. The angler must remember that the bass are not relying on sight to home in on their targets, but rather they rely on sound and vibration during the night. This is why my favorite lure at night is a crankbait with a rattle inside of it. In this situation, the larger the bait, the better the chances of success.

My second favorite lure at night would have to be the spinnerbait. These lures provide a lot of vibration and the bass will come up 10 or 15 feet to see what it is. Nine times out of 10 the bass will strike it at least once.

Many people enjoy throwing surface lures at night. These types of lures come in two basic varieties. First topwater lures such as Jitterbugs and HulaPoppers are two of the more popular styles of baits. These baits are cast to a target and then left still for as long as 30 seconds, then they are retrieved with a slow popping-type motion with prolonged pauses between jerks. These lures can be effective, but in one main defect, they get hung up too easily, especially at night when it is difficult to see obstructions. I prefer the second type of topwater lure, the buzzbait. These lures are similar to spinnerbaits and they function on the same basic principle except that they stay on top.

The Gold Mine

HAPPY HOUR
2PM TO 5PM

Pitchers of OLY
$1.25

VACATION TRAVEL LOANS
NORTH? SOUTH? EAST? WEST?

Whichever is the way to your dream vacation, let us help you get there!

Your credit union wants to help make all your dreams a reality!
Underworld hitmen kill Mafia boss

NEW YORK (AP) — Mafia chieftain Carmine Galante — free on bail and reportedly running the 200-member Joseph Bonanno mob — was shot to death Thursday afternoon in an apparent underworld hit at a Brooklyn restaurant, police said.

Another man died in the spray of gunfire from four assailants wearing ski masks, and the owner of Joe and Mary's Restaurant and his 17-year-old son were critically wounded, police said.

Police said that at 2:45 p.m. EDT, four men got out of a car in front of the restaurant in the Bushwick section of Brooklyn. Three of the men went into the Halcyon restaurant, opening fire on Galante and his companions, who were eating at a table in an open yard behind the eatery.

Police identified the four victims as Galante, Nino Coppola, restaurant owner Joseph Turano, 48, and Turano's 17-year-old son, John. The Turanos were taken to a hospital.

A woman who said she was standing across the street from the restaurant said she saw four blue-masked men wearing ski masks pull up in a blue Ford.

She said three of them went inside carrying shotguns and the fourth, also carrying a shotgun, stood guard at the door.

Inmate tuition increased

By Ray Robinson
Staff Writer

The SIU Board of Trustees, meeting Thursday in Springfield, approved a proposal to quadruple the tuition for inmates in Southern Illinois prisons who are studying through the Division of Corrections.

At the request of President Hiram Lesar, the board suspended a rule that requires votes on tuition increases to be delayed for one month from the day they are proposed.

It was the second time in as many meetings that the board has suspended the rule. In June, the rule was suspended to allow a proposed increase in flight training fees to take effect the same day it was proposed.

Since 1961, the tuition for inmate-students has been 25 percent of the on-campus fees. But that arrangement has been amounting to a deficit of $70,000 per year for the University, according to Robert Ratcliffe, dean of continuing education.

The program serves inmates in the state prison at Vienna and Menard and the federal prison at Marion. The state and federal governments pay the inmates' tuition.

The Board of Trustees established the program with reduced tuition for the benefit of the inmates and the state.

"But, in effect, it has benefited the state and federal governments," Lesar told the board that the tuition increase it has been viewed as a tuition waiver by the Illinois Board of Higher Education.

Ratcliffe said that a tuition increase comparable to the on-campus rate would make the inmates eligible for grants and scholarships they could not obtain because their tuition was so low.

Ratcliffe said the effect of the increase would be to quadruple the number of inmates able to take advantage of the program.

"The increase may increase the quality of the education because the University will now be better able to afford it," said Ratcliffe.

None of the on-campus fees will be charged for the inmates, but there will be a 25 percent credit to tuition for what the UIC administration referred to as "recovery of ancillary costs related to program delivery."

The increase is effective Aug. 27.

Also at its Thursday meeting, the Board approved a program to establish a baccalaureate degree program in fine sciences at the Chicago Fire Academy.

The program was developed in response to requests from the academy and fire science professionals in the Chicago area.

The Illinois Board of Higher Education requires that all off-campus degree programs be approved by it before going into operation.

In other action, the board voted to raise the salaries of acting Chancellor James Brown and SIU-E President Kenneth Shaw by 7.2 percent, to $87,978 and $66,524 per year respectively. Acting SIU-C President Hiram Lesar's salary was set at $90,000 per year in June.

Weather Forecast

Partly sunny, hazy, hot and humid Friday with some areas of light to heavy Friday morning. Highs in the 90s. Fair, warm and humid Friday night with lows in the low 70s.

Saturday sunny, hazy, hot and humid Saturday with highs in the low 80s.

Sunday and Monday should be sunny with highs in the upper 80s to low 90s.

LOOK WHAT'S NEW ON THE A&W MENU.

Introducing the A&W Quarter Pound Burgers including the quarter pound Teen Burger Supreme.

Receive a FREE small drink when you buy a 1/2 lb. Burger, or a 1/4 lb. w/cheese or a Teen Burger or a Teen-burger Supreme and a small fry.

Good news! We've got a new menu! But we've still got many of your old favorites like Crispy chicken, fried shrimp rings and A&W video draft "foot beer."

But now you can get new quarter pound Teen Burger for only 50¢ — go to your local A&W restaurant and order one with both onions served on your A&W family hamburger. Plus you can get a new Quarter Pound Burger and Quarter Pound "piper" for only $1.25.

So now the time to come on in and try it with your appetite.